
Aware Data Views and Tips! 



My Aware Custom Data View

Tables 

Columns 

Summarize 

Build this view to….



Tutoring Strips (Teacher Favorite)

Tables 
Choose any Local Assessment. 

Columns 

Clear demographic summary 
information.

Build this view for teachers to 
provide students with a list of 
missed questions to complete 
test corrections.

From the Responses Folder, 
choose Question Number, 
Individual Student Response, 
and Student Correct. Add the 
“No” filter to Student Correct, 
then hide the filter by clicking 
Hide while the filter is still 
displayed. 

Summarize *After clicking Update, 
select these icons to build 
strips for students. 



SE Analysis by Individual Questions 

Tables 
Choose any assessment with learning 
standards assigned to questions.

Columns 

Keep or clear demographic summary 
information. 

Summarize 

Build this view to analyze performance 
on individual questions utilizing the 
same SE. This helps determine specific 
skill gaps.

From the Learning Standards Folder, use 
the Learning Standard Number and 
Learning Standard Description fields. 
From the Responses Folder use the 
Question Number, Student Correct, and 
Student Response fields.

TIP: To hide the Learning Standard 
Number from the view, select it and 
click the Hide option. 



STAAR View with Progress Measure

Tables 
Choose any STAAR Assessment 
on which progress can be 
measured. 

Columns 

Keep or clear demographic 
summary information.

Summarize 

Build this view to identify 
students who Approached GL 
with Limited Growth, or those 
who did not pass but met 
growth measures. 

Select the STAAR Progress 
column from the Scores folder. 
Add a filter to the column to 
filter for specific levels. 



Summarizing by STAAR Progress

Tables 
Choose any STAAR 
Assessment on which 
progress can be measured. 

Columns 

Clear demographic summary 
information and select the 
Staar Progress field from the 
Scores folder.

Summarize 

Build this view to get a quick 
glance at the number of students 
earning each progress measure. 

Leave defaulted columns or 
customize as needed. 



Summarizing within Subpopulations

Tables 
Choose any assessment.
Columns 

Choose a primary demographic 
filter. Choose a secondary 
demographic filter by selecting it 
and dragging it past the midpoint 
of the primary demographic 
selection. The secondary selection 
will be indented below the primary 
selection when dropped. 

Summarize 

Use this feature to generate summary data to highlight performance in 
particular student populations that exist within populations. 

● Gender within Ethnicity
● Teachers within a Campus

Add columns specific to 
the data you are retrieving.  



Summarize by Campus and Teacher

Tables 
Choose any assessment. 

Columns 

Clear demographic summary 
information and select Current 
Campus first from the Student 
Information folder. Then drag Current 
Instructor past the midpoint of the 
Current Campus. Current Instructor will 
be indented below Current Campus 
when dropped. 

Summarize 

Build this view to see summary data 
by district, campus and teacher in one 
view.

Leave default columns or customize as 
needed. 



Using the BETA Toggle
The BETA Toggle allows test authors to use the “Classic” (old) test building 
tool or switch to the NEW & IMPROVED test building tool.

BETA Toggle FAQS

★ The toggle is only visible from the Assessment tab once an old or newly 
created assessment is open. 

★ You can toggle between Classic and BETA test authoring while building 
an assessment. All changes made in either version will save. 

★ The BETA Authoring Tool is fully functional. 
★ Once you try BETA you will NOT want to use Classic. 
★ At some point “Classic” will phase out. BETA will become  the new tool 

and your only option for building assessments. 



New Test Available/Test Proctoring
Teachers who click on Tests Available to print answer docs, start 
online testing, and enter answers will see a new format very 
soon. Here is a glance! 



New Test Available/Test Proctoring
The brand new Online Test Proctoring feature is almost here! Teachers 
will soon be able to view student online testing progress, manage 
embedded supports, and disable/enable assessments for individual 
students! 



 Pro Tips

1. Close the Navigation Pane for a “fullscreen” in Aware.

2. Try “flipping” your view. 

3. Nomenclature matters.
Using naming conventions for assessments, teams, monitor groups, etc. This makes 
management and annual maintenance/cleanup much easier.

5. Did you know we have a YouTube Channel? 
Go to our Training and Webinars Help Section and click on Training on Demand.

4. Sign up for our News and Announcements.
Go to our Help section and choose News and Announcements. It's important to stay 
up to date on releases, updates, training opportunities, and all things Eduphoria!


